Macrophage engulfment of a cell or nanoparticle is regulated by unavoidable opsonization, a species-specific ‘Marker of Self’ CD47, and target physical properties
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Professional phagocytes of the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS), especially ubiquitous macrophages, are commonly thought to engulf not or a target based strictly on ‘eat me’ molecules such as Antibodies. The target might be a viable ‘self’ cell or a drug-delivering nanoparticle, or it might be a cancer cell or a microbe. ‘Marker of Self’ CD47 signals into a macrophage to inhibit the acto-myosin cytoskeleton that makes engulfment efficient. In adhesion of any cell, the same machinery is generally activated by rigidity of target surfaces, and recent results confirm phagocytosis is likewise driven by the rigidity typical of microbes and many synthetics. Basic insights are already being applied in order to make macrophages eat cancer or to delay nanoparticle clearance for better drug delivery and imaging.
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Introduction

A macrophage is by definition a large cell that devours, with principal ‘targets’ for engulfment being microbes that constantly cross tissue barriers. Additional targets are now well-appreciated to include all types of injected particles, including nanoparticles, and also senescing or dead cells in the same tissue, but there are also exciting efforts to make macrophages eat cancer cells. Some features of a target can greatly influence eating by a macrophage. These features are so far understood to include surface molecules that promote eating, at least one surface molecule that inhibits eating, and also physical properties such as target shape and rigidity. Synergy in these mechanisms, particularly the latter processes, is the focus of this brief opinion article.

Phagocytosis is undoubtedly an ancient evolutionary development that provided sustenance to some of the first amoeboid cells. With soft plasma membranes rather than the rigid cell walls of bacteria, ancient amoeba (like the modern amoeba Dictyostelium) could wrap around their target to engulf it and digest it within a phagosome [1]. Fast forward cons to organisms like humans that gain nutrition through a highly differentiated and multi-cellular digestive tract, and phagocytosis is a highly efficient process used only by specialized cells of the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS). Microbes (in and on us) remain major targets as they not only out-number and out-proliferate our own cells but also invade through any and all compromised tissue barriers [2]. The principal cell types of the MPS are macrophages which reside in every tissue and monocytes that circulate out of the bone marrow to enter a tissue and differentiate to macrophages [3–4]. Crucially, MPS cells as well as highly phagocytic neutrophils and dendritic cells must — for the health of the organism — choose to devour ‘foreign’ targets rather than devouring human ‘self’ cells or extracellular matrix that generally surrounds the phagocytic cell. Phagocytosis thus evolved for engulfment and destruction of ‘foreign’ strictly for protection of the organism.

A variety of molecular cues and sensor assemblies must be used by our MPS cells to distinguish and destroy ‘foreign’ amidst an abundance of ‘self’. Many decades of work have elaborated a list of biochemical entities, soluble and/or surface bound, that activate macrophages (we will hereafter ignore sub-types and other phagocyte distinctions) to initiate engulfment of a target. One of the most important classes of molecules that is described below in context are immunoglobulin-G (IgG) antibodies which diffuse and bind to a target surface so that when a macrophage contacts the target, the constant fragment (Fc) of the IgG binds the macrophage membrane receptor FcγR and (for some classes of FcγR) activates the macrophage to eat the opsonized target. IgG’s are of course a product of the acquired immune system, and there are many isoforms of Fc receptors with distinctive functions.
Importantly, while it seems commonly presumed that our ‘self’ cells simply lack surface ‘opsonization’ by such activating molecules as IgG, it is now clear that ‘self’ recognition is not simply the absence of a ‘foreign’ signal. Instead, a dominating and passivating interaction occurs between a ‘Marker of Self’ CD47 membrane protein on a candidate target and the macrophage membrane receptor CD172a (also known as SIRPA, signal- regulatory protein alpha). Controlling the balance of ‘eat me’ cues (e.g. IgG–FcγR interaction) and ‘don’t eat me’ signals (CD47–SIRPA) is currently an active area of translation to the clinic for anti-cancer therapy [5] and has begun to be exploited on nanoparticles in pre-clinical model [6]. However, the decision-making process within the macrophage remains a topic in need of deeper insight.

An explosion of efforts to make a broad range of injectable and implantable particles or devices for therapy and diagnostics has also revealed the MPS to be a major impediment to delivery. Make a nano-particle, inject it into the bloodstream of a mouse or man, and one invariably finds that most of the particles have been eaten by MPS cells of the spleen and of the liver (the latter are called Kupffer cells). Based on several decades of work on a diversity of nanoparticles, such clearance can be delayed but never eliminated [7–10]. Studies of macrophages in conventional static culture (where diffusion and buoyancy can dominate) have questioned whether uptake of small nanoparticles occurs by phagocytosis [11]. In vivo, however, blood-borne nanoparticles flow into contact with macrophages that line the spleen and liver vasculature, where these cells constantly and actively filter out senescent blood cells (e.g. after blood storage) to maintain blood homeostasis. A leaky vasculature at a site of injury or disease such as an infant in the heart or a tumor can allow sufficiently small particles to permeate tissue and perhaps be retained [12]. However, when macrophages in damaged and disease sites are examined (too rarely), they prove to be major consumers of permeating nanoparticles [13]. Macrophages are indeed resident if distinct in every tissue in the body [39], and at damaged and disease sites they will at least be involved in clearing dead and dying tissue. A large implant (or even a splinter) also damages tissue and causes a ‘foreign body response’ that starts with serum protein deposition and soon recruits phagocytes to the site, but phagocytosis is frustrated for large implants and somehow triggers macrophage–macrophage fusion to a ‘foreign body giant cell’ that encases the implant [14]. Physical size is thus a factor in macrophage function, but the focus below is on targets including cells that are cell-sized or smaller, with attention to additional properties such as target shape and flexibility.

‘Eat me’ signals: weak or strong but unavoidable
IgG’s are well-known for high affinity interactions (~nano-Molar) between epitopes and their antibody fragment (Fab) domains, but they are also large glycoproteins of ~150 000 Da with considerable surface area to mediate non-specific interactions. They are among the most abundant proteins in normal human serum at ~100 μM. Antibodies and other serum proteins physisorb in vivo to red blood cells (RBCs) and likely all cell types [15,16], but also to viruses [17], and even to particles coated with PEG (polyethylene glycol) which otherwise delays adsorption and in vivo clearance from minutes to many hours [18]. Autologous IgG binding to autologous RBCs in humans and dogs in vivo increases up to seven-fold toward the end of the cell’s ~100-day life span. Aged human RBCs also lack other ‘eat me’ signals such as exposed phosphatidylserine [19,20]. IgG opsonization is increased in blood diseases including sickle cell anemia and thalassemia, among other conditions, where phagocytosis and cell clearance are also increased (tabulated recently in [21]). When IgG-opsonized RBCs and particles are phagocytosed in vitro, uptake is hyperbolic and saturable versus IgG, which is consistent with specific activation of the FcγR phagocytosis pathway. Because macrophages and phagocytic dendritic cells can also function as antigen presenting cells, it seems sensible that engulfment can promote immunoge-
nicity in vivo even to foreign polymers [22].

Cooperative binding of IgG Fc domains to macrophage FcγR receptors triggers phagocytic cup formation in a coordinated process of adhesion, pseudopod extension, and eventually internalization with phagosome closure. The surface interactions initiate Src family phosphorylation of immunoreceptor tyrosine based activating motifs (ITAMs) that then propagate a phosphorylation cascade [23]. Phosphopaxillin and F-actin [24,25] accumulate in minutes or less together with other structural components at this dynamic phagocytic synapse. The process is highly analogous to adhesion formation upon integrin binding to rigid extracellular matrices, wherein the nascent adhesion matures to a focal adhesion only when the F-actin cytoskeleton is mechanically organized or pulled upon by nonmuscle myosin-II (MII) phosho-protein [26,27]. At the phagocytic synapse, MII accumulates to greatly help with pulling targets into a macrophage, including IgG-opsonized targets as small as 100 nm nanoparticles (perhaps smaller) and at least as large as opsonized RBCs [6,28,29]. Engulfment of such targets is greatly decreased by inhibiting MII motor activity with the drug blebbistatin which also blocks MII localization without affecting F-actin or phosphopaxillin. Uptake increases linearly with MII activity based on its knockdown and overexpression [28]. At least above a low baseline level of uptake in vitro, MII makes phagocytosis efficient for our macrophages and perhaps also for ancient amoeba like Dictyostelium [1].

CD47 mechanism of inhibition: don’t pull it in!
As an IgG-opsonized target contacts a macrophage and adheres intimately via FcγR, the parallel presence on the target of an appropriate form of CD47 can lead to binding
to the macrophage phagocytosis inhibitory receptor SIRPA, which accumulates in the synapse [29]. The latter complex somehow phosphorylates SIRPA’s cytoplasmic immunoreceptor tyrosine based activating motifs (ITIMs), which activates the immunomodulatory phosphatase SHP-1 (Src homology region 2 domain-containing phosphatase-1) [30] to regulate multiple proteins by dephosphorylation [31], including deactivation of MII [6,28]. SIRPA-null macrophages engulf IgG-opsonized mouse RBCs more readily than wild-type macrophages [31] and show no major differences in phospho-FceR nor the downstream effectors phospho-Syk or phospho-Cbl, which suggests that regulation of proteins even further downstream is key. Inhibition of downstream actomyosin contractility at the phagocytic synapse [6,28] could indeed explain various observations that CD47 partially blocks engulfment of not only mouse RBCs—which started the entire ‘Marker of Self’ field [32] but also cancer cells [33*,34**] and opsonized polystyrene beads (100 nm to 6 μm) that display CD47’s binding domain in parallel with IgG [6,28]. The effectiveness of CD47 with small nanobeads is surprising because pulling in large particles with MII forces seems more understandable than pulling in small particles.

CD47 and SIRPA arose simultaneously in amniotes, not being found even in amphibians [35], and are thus more recent inventions than the actomyosin cytoskeleton. CD47 is found on all cells in man and mouse while the expression of SIRPA is more restricted. CD47 knockout mice have one-quarter to one-half the lifespans of normal mice, and also show evidence of anti-RBC antibodies as well as anemia [36]. This is consistent with the idea that a modest level of opsonization exists in vivo which tilts the balance toward engulfment (Figure 1).

Saturable binding of SIRPA, CD47, and/or CD47-derived ‘Self’ peptide to beads as well as to living cells shows the intermediate strength interaction (sub-micro-Molar) has evolved to be largely species-specific [6,28,37]. The molecules also differ between strains of mice. NOD.SCID strains of mice uniquely express a SIRPA variant that binds human CD47 with similar affinity as human SIRPA, which partially explains why these are the best mouse choice for engraftment of human stem cells [38]. One recent binding study with non-glycosylated recombinant proteins by surface plasmon resonance reported the cross-species affinity as 10-fold stronger than between human proteins [39], concluding that the interaction is anomalously strong. Species specificity in vivo is a critically important issue because human-specific blocking antibodies have been injected intravenously together with opsonizing IgG to impede growth and even shrink tumors of human cancer cell lines in mice. As emphasized by others [40–42], injection of any reagent that binds human-CD47 would bind to every cell membrane in the body, even if cancer cells have several fold more of this ubiquitous protein [43,44]. On the other hand, CD47 is far from the most abundant protein on cells (~250 molecules/μm² on RBCs which is 10–20 fold less than

**Figure 1**

Target physical properties and molecular interactions at the cell surface determine the efficiency of human RBC engulfment by human macrophages (adapted from Sosale [21]). (a) Phagocytosis increases with IgG opsonization and with crosslinker rigidification of RBCs. Phagocytosis of rigid, opsonized RBCs is independent of CD47 inhibition in contrast to ‘Soft’ native RBCs whose uptake is enhanced by a CD47-blocking antibody. A ‘sphering’ treatment that gives a rounded and rigid RBC shows reduced uptake relative to discocytes. (b) Timelapse images of rigidified RBC discocytes show rapid engulfment and lack of deformation by the macrophage. (c) Surface interactions combine kinetically with physical properties of a candidate target in the calculus that determines phagocytic uptake.

Glycophorin-A), so that blocking CD47 even with IgG is not expected to drive strong phagocytosis unless an additional and far more abundant ‘eat me’ cue is also on a candidate target. Such estimations should of course be put to the test by direct experiments (e.g. with removal of Fc from the IgG per [28]). The half-max density for inhibition by CD47 on beads is independent of particle size and is ~20 molecules/μm², which is consistent with the minimum density of CD47 on circulating RBCs from patients with anemia [6,28]. For senescing neutrophils, CD47 is somehow down-regulated from the surface and the needed cue to drive macrophage engulfment seems to be surface-exposed calreticulin (from the endoplasmic reticulum) rather than IgG [45]. Some of the above ideas are currently being put to the test in the clinic [5] with initial results from anti-cancer clinical trials hopefully reported within a year or two. Safety is of course the first question of concern for systemic injection of any entity that limits macrophages from recognizing ‘self’.

Rigid cells and particles drive phagocytosis, but shape and size can frustrate

A relatively new principle in cell biology that applies to many cell types is that adhesion-induced activation of myosin-II is maximized by adhesion to a substrate that is rigid (like glass or plastic) rather than flexible like most soft tissues. Bacteria such as Escherichia coli and fungi such as yeast have cell walls as rigid as some plastics [46]. For RBCs, cell stiffness is 50-fold higher for the erythroblasts that interact with macrophages, and it is similarly higher in senescence and in diseases ranging from inherited anemias to malaria (tabulated in [21]). With spherical microparticles made of hydrogels and opsonized by IgG, engulfment is proportional to stiffness, which was also shown to drive focal adhesion protein assembly at the synapse [47]. Stiffness changes occur with cancer cells and with chemotherapy [48,49]. Soft cancer cells might thus escape anticancer efforts aimed at inhibiting CD47–SIRPA interactions [34]. However, a clear relation of cell or particle stiffness to CD47 signaling and to cells with more complicated shapes had been untested until recently.

With normal human RBCs, controlled stiffening within seconds was recently demonstrated without compromising CD47 binding to SIRPA [21]. Despite the ability to bind, in vitro phagocytosis (in serum) of human RBCs opsonized by IgG (or not at all) was always fastest and greater in number for rigid RBCs. Exponential increases were documented both in target Stiffness ~ exp(crosslinker concentration/a) and in ‘Self’ Phagocytosis ~ exp(crosslinker concentration/b) at high opsonization, so that with (a/b) ~ 0.5,

Self Phagocytosis ~ Stiffness⁰.⁵  (1)

which is a power law typical of mechanosensitive pathways [50]. When CD47 is not on the target as is typical in past studies of polymer beads [47], estimates of bead stiffness suggest a stronger exponent of ~1 in Eq. (1) that is generally consistent with ‘Self’ inhibition of phagocytosis. Rigid RBCs indeed showed active myosin-II at the synapse, suggesting CD47 did not signal even though it could bind SIRPA. As expected, the MII inhibitor blebbistatin blocked MII accumulation and RBC engulfment. Injection of rigid RBC discocytes into the circulation of the NOD-SCID strain of mouse also confirmed equal clearance by splenic macrophages independent of whether CD47 was blocked or not with antibody. Synthetic polymer discs resembling RBCs and that lacked any CD47 or other RBC proteins were also shown to be removed from circulating blood far more rapidly when they were stiff rather than soft [51]. Mechanistically, stiff cells and particles become stuck in narrow splenic slits [52], which could facilitate probing and clearance by splenic macrophages [53]. However, the results showing rigid RBC discocytes were engulfed independent of CD47 presented a paradox for the field in that rigid CD47-beads definitely do signal self and thereby impede engulfment both in vitro and in vivo [6].

Shape is an additional target factor that also modulates phagocytosis and resolves the apparent paradox. Poly styrene microbeads melted and distorted into diverse shapes, for example, are engulfed by macrophages more readily as spheres than as non-spheres when IgG opsonized [54]. Such findings seem relevant to the diverse shapes of bacteria and fungi, which are invariably rigid as noted above. Flexible PEG-based filaments also persist in the in vivo circulation many days longer than spherical particles of the same type of polymer, with particles always cleared, eventually, by the spleen and liver [8]. With normal human RBCs, the rapid and controlled stiffening approach [21] was used to make rounded, cup-shaped RBC ‘stomatocytes’, and these were found to signal ‘self’ much better than rigid RBC discocytes. This is likely due to the discocye’s rigid concavities that could not contact and signal ‘self’ to the macrophage. In the same studies, native and flexible human-RBC discocytes with the requisite IgG-opsonization were seen in video-microscopy to be greatly distended by the human macrophage, with myosin-II turned off by CD47 signaling but actin polymerization driving protrusions as if pushing the cell away in recognition of ‘self’. Thus, since rigid but rounded cells do signal ‘self’ — even if not as efficiently as flexible RBC — one can ultimately understand the success in delaying clearance of CD47-nanobeads that then enable better tumor imaging and drug delivery. However, it seems that a greater advantage might be achieved with flexible beads that avoid the intrinsic activation of myosin-II.

Conclusions

A deeper understanding of macrophage interactions — beyond molecular ‘eat me’ signals — is impacting many diverse fields. These range from cancer immunotherapy
to nano-particle delivery of drugs and dyes to tumors. The finding that target rigidity favors eating means that even if microbes were to acquire CD47 from host membrane or through acquiring such a gene, the softness of our own cells provides an intrinsic advantage over rigid microbes. On the other hand, in osteoclastogenesis wherein cell fusion on bone drives ‘giant cell’ formation [14], we might now infer this process to be a consequence of frustrated phagocytosis on a rigid target, which over-rides any self-recognition inhibitory signals that might be present (or not) on bone matrix. Regardless, macrophages clearly calculate through diverse physicochemical signals in choosing to devour or not.
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Identified over 12 000 enhancers that are macrophage specific and determined gene expression profiles for seven different tissue-resident-macrophages. These expression profiles were independent of macrophage developmental origins, but dependent on environmental factors that influence chromatin landscape and thus macrophage behavior. Understanding these environmental signals could broaden macrophage immunotherapy and enhance developing therapies.


Dialdehyde crosslinking of RBCs was shown to rigidify RBCs and that CD47 signaling can be dominated by cell rigidity. CD47 signal can be restored by changing the shape of the RBC to be more spherical. This explains the paradox that beads polymers displaying CD47 show reduced clearance. These results also provide insight to clearance of old RBCs by macrophages, the role macrophages play in RBC formation, and perhaps cancer CD47 immunotherapy.


This work expanded our understanding of CD47 expression on human tumor samples by measuring CD47 abundance and relating expression levels of CD47 to clinical outcomes. It was found that on average, over a variety of cancer types and tissue samples, CD47 expression was increased 3.3 fold compared to normal tissue types. Furthermore, higher expression of CD47 was correlated with a negative prognosis. This suggests that as cancer develops a selection process occurs for mutations that increase CD47 in order to avoid macrophage clearance. This dependence on CD47 makes it an important therapeutic target for cancer.


High-affinity SIRPα monomers were engineered to bind to CD47 and block “self” signaling. This monomer was found to inhibit tumor growth similar to the monoclonal CD20 antibody Rituximab which is used in the clinic. Combination of SIRPα monomers with therapeutic antibodies (Rituximab and trastuzumab) resulted in complete inhibition of tumor growth and significantly increases survival of mice.


